
PEPAS CLOUD APP IN A 
DAY

Create your own app
Pepas Cloud offers consulting services to help you create apps. We show 
you how to and are with you in your journey. 

WHAT WE OFFER
Nowadays, with all the tools necessary, you 
can do everything yourself. But the hardest 
thing sometimes is to start, and to know 
where to start from. Pepas Cloud App in a 
day is the right consulting service to guide 
you to get the result that you need.

We offer workshops, through which you 
can create apps to suit the needs and 
requirements that you want. 

Whether your goal is to build an app for 
your business or for end-users, we will help 
you reach it.



Save money by reducing costs
Simply purchasing a ready to go app, will make a dent in most people’s pockets. Also, if in the future you need 
something added or eliminated, that will come with additional costs. 

The biggest advantage of building an app are costs. By creating one yourself, you not only save money, which you can 
use for more important things, but also get more room for improvement. Many apps come with additional purchase 
of services.

Create more with Power Apps
Whether you need to build an app to grow your business or become a seller, Pepas Cloud App in a day will help you 
create quick and easy apps to solve all your business needs with Power Apps, without having to know programming 
and in days or weeks, not in months or years..

Through our Workshops you will get the skill  to create  apps for any needs that your business  or your customers  
have.

Liberty to customize 
When purchasing an app, the design and functionalities  that come with it are rarely enough to satisfy the buyers  
evolving wants and needs. Therefore, most apps come with additional purchasing of  services, when in need for 
changes  and further development. 

By building an app you can change any design, functions, add or delete anything you want. Furthermore, when 
creating for customers, you get monetary value from your Pepas Cloud App in a day acquired skills. 

WWW.PEPASCLOUD.RO


